CASE STUDY: CLOUDENSURE
HELPS MEET STRINGENT COMPLIANCE
REGULATIONS
CloudEnsure helped a well funded insurance startup
with continuous compliance tracking of their cloud
accounts, aiding them meet all compliance
requirements of IRDAI (regulatory body and eventually
receiving grant to sell insurance products in India).
The customer
The customer is a well-funded fast growing digital
insurance company with over 1000 employees and
over a 100 sales offices across India.
What is the problem statement?
The customer was setting up their data center entirely
on AWS. As a new company in the insurance sector, the
customer is required to apply for IRDAI license. With
the IRDAI standards for cloud continuously evolving,
required the customer to run continuous audits on
their AWS account to be prepared for the audit day.
How did CloudEnsure help
fix this problem?

Cloudensure is an intelligent Cloud
Management Platform, which allows you
to manage, analyze & monitor your AWS
environment. Get realtime reports &
insights into your cloud spending, global
best practices & resource utilization,
along with corrective actions to fill the
gaps.
Run reports to get insights on your
environment at the most granular level.
Generate aggregate reports to
understand overall utilization.
With the Cost Analytics module, get
insights into your resource utilization,
what is the optimum utilization of
resources, optimize your spend on AWS
instantly.
Analyze changes instantly on your AWS
environment, track changes at various
levels for audit & security reporting.
Measure your environment setup against
globally accepted compliances, including
HIPPA, GDPR, PCI-DSS, MAS & ISO.
AWS Well Architected Framework
Get realtime reports on your AWS
cloud health against the five
pillars of WAF, along with
corrective actions for the gaps.

CloudEnsure, with its CIS compliance audit modules,
was able to help the customer with 24*7 tracking of
compliance on cloud. CIS compliance covers almost all
possible security and operational metrics, hence CIS
standards were followed to adhere with IRDAI
requirements.

Cost Analytics

Benefits to the customer?

Dashboards & Insights

Ensuring the customer was prepared on the audit day
with the required compliance, resulted in the customer
being one of the fastest to obtain an IRDAI license in
India, and could start market operations within 6
months from the starting up.

Monitor your spend on AWS, with
detailed metrics on resource
utilization, optimum sizing
&reduction in overall costs.

Real-time reporting on multiple
metrics, including Security. View
insights into your overall Cloud heal
that granular & aggregate levels.

Global Compliance Check
Constantly monitor your
environment against globally
accepted compliances such as
HIPPA, GDPR, PCI-DSS. Generate
audit reports automatically.

